L200 AND L400 LINES

LINE OF WHEELED MAKE-UP STATIONS WITH LIGHTS
The mobile make-up stations by Cantoni, L200 and L400 stations are designed to dynamically manage the areas dedicated to make-up
and hair styling. Designed to meet the needs of make-up schools, they are an optimal solution also for decorating in an elegant way,
professional and convenient, a beauty corner anywhere in the sale point.
Hand crafted by skilled Italian carpenters, they are made of dried beech and hand lacquered with non-toxic paints. In addition to the
standard black, with minimum quantities, it is possible to order wheeled workstations in other colours.
I-Light dimmer, the exclusive lighting system for the make-up patented by Cantoni, it is fitted as standard on these mobile stations.

LARGE TILTING MIRROR
adjustable in height with 6 I-LIGHT
LIGHTING points by CANTONI

FOUR STURDY WHEELS
Pivoting with brake

BRUSH-HOLDING GLASS
removable and washable

PROJECTS HOLDING STAND
Removable made of aluminium

L400.N FO FULL MIRROR - With 4 side drawers and panoramic mirror

Top with 4 convenient drawers
openable by the side

Dressing table

The L400 Full Mirror wheeled make-up station is equipped with 4 large side
drawers, 6 I-light lamps embedded in the mirror It is an excellent solution
for furnishing make-up corners in shops and stores. The version with double
mirror (front and back) is ideal for make-up academies.

Large mirror with lights
embedded I-light

Dimmer button for adjusting light
brightness

Technical Details

1700h. max
655
1600
616
1500

505

◆ Sturdy: top quality materials and workmanship guarantee long
service life. 100% Made in Italy

468

500

660

◆ Large: the 4 drawers can be opened by the side, bottom storage shelf
and top table offer large and convenient spaces

90

660

max opening
300 mm

390

790

◆ Professional: I-light lighting system specific for face care, with low power
consumption and adjustable brightness
◆ It can be combined with the LC trolley and the Chair line by Cantoni

KNOB to lock mirror tilting angle
and height

725

555

L400X2-FO DOUBLE MIRROR VERSION
The version with panoramic lighted mirror on
both sides is ideal for make-up schools: up to
4 students can work simultaneously on a single station.

CANTONI TRADING SRL

All products by Cantoni are made in Italy with carefully selected materials.
Each product is the result of a careful study to ensure the best balance between aesthetics and technology.
The authenticity of each piece by Cantoni is ensured by our trademark.

Headquarters
Via Guardia di Rocca 10 - 47899 Galazzano - Rep. San Marino
Registered Office e Showroom
Strada degli Angariari 25 - 47891 Rovereta - Rep. San Marino

We are always available to respond to every request and question about products.
Our technical department is then available for custom projects

Tel. (+378) 0549 977527 - Fax (+378) 0549 876501
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